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W i l l a r d G.
Thus, the total number A of expected analyses is obtained by summing the Aj, viz however, the probabilities Pi must be defined to obtain results. These probabilities may be deduced from measurements; however, it is desirable to have usefd guidelines before detailed probability data are developed. It wil1 be shown that log-Normal distributions provide reasonable estimates of the Pi.
In general, waste is expected to be generated from a variety of sources with contamination levels, c, that depend on numerous multiplicative factors which are randomly distributed. As a statistic& variable, c is given as
where each y is a randomly distributed factor of a large total of k factors. By taking the log of both sides of the equation
Here the Yi are also randomly distributed and their sum or average should be distributed as a
Gaussian distribution, according to the Central Limit Theorem (3). Thus, log(c) also has a
Gaussian distribution, and accordingly c has a log-Normal distribution.
An initial trial log-Normal distribution for c can be approximated with data from preliminary analyses. A conservative approximation, which uses larger Pi, should be favored,
The present work assumes an average c = a is available but that the sigma s is unknown.
Conservatively assuming that s is comparable to the average c, a value of s = a is assigned.
Corresponding logNonnal parameters are derived as
Log-Normalaverage = log(a)= u Log-Normat sigma = log(a+s)-log(a) = log(2)
Thus, for this conservative cast, the probabilities may be written as Composite data from a recent radioassay for paint/solvent waste serve to illustrate the usefulness of the method. In this work, the total radioactive concentration for the painr/solvent waste had to be less than t = 2 n a g to comply with DOT regulations for offplant shipment (5).
Here, S = 880 drums of liquid waste were sampled and composited as 44 samples, each with N = 20 drum samples per composite. Of these, A, = 4 and 4= 2 recomposite analyses were required, A geometric mean of the samples was 0.0478 n a g , yielding Wa of 41.8. Table I shows that results for the experimental data are reasonably consistent with the calculated projections. . .-
In this Comparison, an experimental N = 2 0 + 2" is used, and the corresponding calculated values are interpolated using Figure 3 and Equation 4. Ideally N = 2" should have been selected for the analyses, and subsequent work is now incorporating such N. As these subsequent measurements evolve into comparably large data sets (e.g., S = lOOO), additional appraisals will be made.
SUMMARY
These studies show that a probabilistic approach is usefuf in predicting sample compositing strategies for waste certification. The conservative log-Normal probability assignments are useful as initial guidelines for the compositing strategy, as evidenced by comparison with the experimental data in .001
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